
STAYING FAT FOR SARAH BYRNES

Staying Fat For Sarah Byrnes is a young adult fiction novel by Chris Crutcher. It has been recognized by the American
Library Association as one of the "Best of.

But Virgil Byrnes appears to be on to Sarah's plan, and time is running out. She has been hiding out in the
hospital because it is the only place she feels safe from him. If you haven't read a Crutcher book, and
especially if you haven't read this one, I highly recommend doing so immediately. All characters except of
Dale Thornton are members of her class. Eric makes his way to Dale Thornton's house, where he passes out,
and Dale and his father rescue him and take him to the hospital. Right in the middle of class. Lemry teaches
the Contemporary American Thought class, which includes discussions on abortion , suicide , religion , body
image , social justice , and many other topics. His buddy and fellow swim team member Ellerby is at the top
of the list. Eric is recruited to the swim team, and as he improves in skill his weight decreases. Together Eric
and Sarah Byrnes got each other through the nightmare that is junior high. And their lively, unexpectedly
thoughtful discussions in their Contemporary American Thought class provide a wonderful venue for the teens
to attempt to parse out the meaning behind the beliefs they've always held, right and wrong, the challenges
they're facing now, and what could cause a young girl to up and walk away from the life she led. What will he
do about her, about his crush on beautiful, sad Jody Mueller, about his mother's new boyfriend Carver, about
using his intelligence and his compassion to help those around him? Meanwhile, during the course of this
class, Mark is confronted with the truth of his actions. Sarah Byrnes: Extreme facial and hand scarring result
in her being a social outcast, and she has a somewhat bitter outlook on life. Themes[ edit ] Crutcher dedicates
the novel "For all those who finally stand up for themselves. Even though her scars could never miraculously
melt away. This one you won't want to close. I can't remember exactly who suggested it, but I am so very
Okay, so can you really read just the title of this book and not want to dive into the rest of it? I'll close with a
favorite early passage: I stand in front of the huge double doors at the entrance to Sacred Heart Hospital and
breathe deep, my frozen hair hugging my head like a bicycle helmet and my breath shooting from my mouth
like exhaust from a truck. My best friend. Sarah Byrnes and Eric Calhoune both have physical issues that
cause people to see them differently, but they also see themselves negatively; by the end of the text, this view
is proved to be erroneous. Eric and Sarah Byrnes who insists on being called Sarah Byrnes, rather than just
Sarah have been friends for a long time, originally because he was extremely overweight and she was severely
burned as a child, leaving her with scars on her hands and face. Eric is recruited by the swim coach, begins to
lose weight, and fears that Sarah Byrnes will not remain friends with him if he is no longer fat.


